
 NTC THERMISTORS:   TYPE EC95

DESCRIPTION: 

Unitherm Interchangeable Thermistors, Thermometrics’ Type EC95, are manufactured using proven materials and
techniques, making it possible to obtain close tolerances and resistance-temperature curve tracking at a low cost.
The performance of EC95 has been substantiated by extensive field use and long-term testing. The result is a
rugged, stable and easy-to-handle device. All Type EC95 thermistors are epoxy-coated for stability and have a
maximum diameter of .095 inch. Standard leads are 2½ inches x .008 inches diameter. Standard resistance values
at 25°C range from 100 to 100K. Each unit tracks a specified curve to within ±0.2°C over the temperature range
-20°C to 50°C or 0°C to 70°C. Narrower temperature ranges may be specified for effective cost savings or to
accomplish even tighter curve tracking tolerances.

DIMENSIONS:

APPLICATIONS:

Unitherm Interchangeable Thermistors, Type EC95, are designed for close tolerance resistance-temperature curve
tracking over two standard temperature ranges. As such, they may be used in any general temperature
measurement, control or compensation application where interchangeability and low cost are major considerations.
Chip-style thermistors, such as the Type EC95, have higher dissipation constants than glass-coated beads or
probe-style thermistors and therefore can be used in circuits where there are moderate power levels. The thermal
time constant for chip-style thermistors is comparable to that of large glass probes. The Type EC95 chip thermistor
is especially suitable for disposable and permanent medical product usage, as well as in energy management
systems, appliances, industrial equipment and automotive applications. Type EC95 thermistors are available in a
large variety of sensor configurations and housings. Contact the factory for specific design or application
information on mountings or enclosures.



information on mountings or enclosures.

DATA:

Type EC95 thermistors are designed to be interchangeable over -20°C to 50°C and 0°C to 70°C. They may be used
at temperatures as low as -80°C and as high as 150°C, however, best overall stability is achieved with exposure or
storage temperatures lower than 105°C. Resistance shifts and degraded stability will result if the devices are
subjected to temperatures greater than 105°C and physical failure may result at temperatures in excess of 150°C.

THERMAL AND ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES:

DISSIPATION CONSTANT:  (STILL AIR) 1 mW/°C (STIRRED OIL) 8 mW/°C

THERMAL TIME CONSTANT: (STILL AIR) 10 SEC.     (STIRRED OIL) 1 SEC.

MAXIMUM POWER RATING:      .075 WATTS (DERATED FROM 100% AT 25°C TO 0% AT 100°C

CODING:

EC95
TYPE:
EPOXY COATED CHI .095" MAX. DIA.

 
MATERIAL SYSTEM CODE LETTER:
(SEE TABLE)

 

RESISTANCE CODE:
101 = 100 OHMS
301 = 300 OHMS
102 = 1000 OHMS
232 = 2252 OHMS
302 = 3000 OHMS
502 = 5000 OHMS
103 = 10000 OHMS
303 = 30000 OHMS
503 = 50000 OHMS
104 = 100000 OHMS

 



            *Data plotted for Material System "F"                                 *Data plotted for Material System "F"

Tinted Area Indicates Temperature Range of Interchangeability.

Tolerance Codes:

U = ±0.2°C over -20° to 50°C

V = ±0.1°C over 0° to 70°C

W = ±0.2°C over 0° to 70°C



The Curves Shown Represent Standard Products.

Other (Non-Standard) Curves are Available on Special Order to Match Customer Requirements.
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